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Community Spirit

Working Together
Keeping Busy
Picture This
Over to you
Beautiful Belles

“A Problem Shared… is A Problem Solved”
Indeed a quote we may all be familiar with. As large
organisations such as Alzheimer's Research continue to strive
to find out more on how we can win the battle against
dementia, Independent people and groups,
proudly take part to spread awareness.
Shedfield Lodge is also proud to be joining these
with a community project of it’s own.
With the help of our external trainer Mary-Ann we
have embarked on a series of Dementia Awareness
Education Sessions, where we have invited members of
the local community from shops and businesses.
Our aim is to give people a better understanding how
we can approach and communicate with people living
with dementia that reside with us in our community.
‘It could be dealing with a cash transaction which, to you and I may seem effortless, but confusing or
complicated to someone else.’

The sessions are running over the next couple of months with plenty of places booked and local
businesses that have staff attending will be displaying a window sticker announcing that they are
‘Dementia Aware.’ as well as a pin badge.
This can but have a positive effect for all, and what a wonderful way to show how our community
pulls together to help others.
If you have a local business and would like to attend, please get in touch to find out more.

More information available on our website.
www.shedfieldlodge.com
Shedfield Lodge Initiative for Dementia Awareness
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Shedfield Lodge
Early Morning

Exciting changes this month as we
always look to improve things here at
The Lodge.
We aim to expand on our activities for
the residents and introduce new and
varied things. These include group work
and ‘one to one’ ideas which I think is
going to be enjoyable, stimulating and a
lot of fun.
In addition to Sue and Danielle, I
welcome Fiona to the team this month
who joins us from the care staff at The
Lodge.
Also, we have an additional singer,
Becki, who some of you may have seen
perform at our garden party. Becki will
also be bringing an additional therapy
called ‘Music for the Mind’ from her
experience of successful Geri active
programmes.
Practical activities are to include crafts,
painting and a range of reminiscent
games based on TV shows from days
gone by. Of course we will retain the
quiet activities too which, can be as
simple as ‘company & conversation’, yet
so valuable.
I hope too, in time, to build up a
collection of classic pastimes like
Meccano, Lego and visit some TV shows
like Dads Army and favourite musicals.
I have a feeling that I may
have to brush up on my card
and domino tactics!

Mine is the sunlight
Mine is the morning
Born of the one light
Eden saw play
Cat Stevens
(Morning Has Broken)

A picture paints a thousand words….
Can you help?
If you have any photo’s of our residents from their past—this
could be memorable places, events, workplace or family.
We would love to use them. They are wonderful for sharing
moments in conversation and we are also able to use them to
help residents identify their rooms.
We appreciate how precious they are and we are able to make a
copy and return or possibly send them via email to myself at
mark.faulkes@shedfieldlodge.co.uk

Everyone loves a good wedding.
Congratulations go to our very own
dedicated carer, Jade who married
her sweetheart James on September
1st.
Pictured here with her proud parents,
our proprietors… Andrew & Carole.
Wishing Mr & Mrs Barber a beautiful
future together.

Look forward to the next edition of
Lodge Life

Higher or Lower anyone?
mark.faulkes@shedfieldlodge.co.uk
Www.Shedfieldlodge.com

Until then...
See you soon,

Mark
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